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(57) ABSTRACT 

Continuous method of realization of underground tunnels, 
including the steps of making a plurality of guided perfo- 
rations of small cross-section around a periphery of an 
underground tunnel to be realized and extending at least a 
majority of length of the underground tunnel to be realized, 
by perforation equipment with a movable perforation head, 
filling each guided perforation through at least one of 
reinforcements and aggregating materials to consolidate the 
tunnel with a resistant arrangement according to precise 
static conditions, and excavating the tunnel within the filled 
perforations. 

16 Clairns, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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CONTINUOUS METHOD OF REALIZATION the presence of works (sub-services, roads, houses, etc.) 
OF WORKS UNDERGROUND, TUNNELS existing or to build on the surface; 
AND EXCAVATIONS IN GENERAL WITH costs of expropriation or occupation of public or private 

WORKS OF CONSOLIDATION, areas for execution of the consolidation; 
PERMEABILIZATION AND DRAINAGE the numerous movements on impervious bottoms or with 

OBTAINED THROUGH GUIDED poor resistance of the machines useful to realize the 
PERFORATIONS consolidation, including injection plant, pumps, etc. 

and al1 the structural elements (metal or fibreglass 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION inserts). 
'O Guided perforation systems are also known for tunnels or 

The technique far the excavation and preparation of underground channels of limited cross-section such as 
tunnels or of underground excavations of anY tYPe whatso- sewers, water ducts, channels for electric and telephone 
ever for roads, railways, for canals or underground water- cables etc., where said guided perforation takes place by 
WaYS etc., generall~ makes use of pen~heral ~~nso~ ida t i on  means of equipment with rotating pipes fitted with special 
techniques in such WaY as t0 create a resistant surrounding l5 perforating heads, such flute shaped heads or hole bottom 
for the thnist of the earth during the internai excavation and with asy-etnc headed hammers or alternatively with mud 
the final realisation of the work. turbines, which allow performance of piloted perforations 

Nowadays such known consolidation interventions envis- even of considerable length, such as for instance more th.an 
age multiple perforations created around al1 or part of the 800 m depending on the terrain to cross, with direction that 
external circumference of the tunnel, within which metal, is constantly checked with systerns of directional command, 
fibreglass or other suitable material reinforcements or inserts such as radio, magnetic, radar, radioactive, with reference to 
are introduced, which are filled with a jet of concrete or other GPS systems or with optical and electronic references, so as 
means of consolidation, such as cement mixtures, gel or to allow at any time the exact location and orientation of the 
resins, injected at low or high pressure. These consolidating head in the perforation phase. 
materials mix with the material present around the periphery 25 Perforation may take place with the use of air or fluids 
of the tunnel being built. under pressure, with destruction or coring bits, with the use 

With these known systems crown or umbrella stretches of of hole bottom hammers, with milling cutters, tricone bits, 
the consolidated terrain are create& which allow the c a q -  chiseis, mud turbines etc. suitable for correction 0f the 
ing out in safety of a smooth stretch of excavation of the 30 direction of ~erforation. 
tunnel. Such a system of exetution takes place for further The material that results from the perforation discharges 
courses of consolidation that are obviously quite short (for between the walls of the drill hole and the drill rod or 
example 15-20 m. in length) with resistant veins off axis between the rods and the possible casing, as c o m o n l y  
compared to the tunnel axis, in such way as to be able to act happens with perforation equipment for wells. The perfora- 
for later stretches of consolidation and relative successive tion rods that steP by step advance within the excavation are 
excavation stretches. 35 then recovered together with the perforation head and during 

ne main inconveniences of this bown system of pro- such recovery the possible boring of the hole and the placing 

ceeding are the following: of casing takes place with an internal liner in case of 

the need for numerous and systematic interventions in drainage or service pipes. 

making headway, to alternate with excavation 40 
As mentioned, such guided perforation equipment as 

operations, with use of the personnel necessarily oper- known nowadays, allows only the perforation of holes or 

ating in the tunnel; channels of limited cross-section and does not yet permit the 
excavation of tunnels of considerable or large dimensions, 

mOving in alternation of the equi~ment necessary which require consolidation before the excavation opera- 
realisation of the consolidation and excavation at the tions. 
start and finish of each intervention of consolidation; 45 

the setting times for the mixtures used for the consolida- SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
tion and such times are generally lost and are reduced 
as far as possible t. the minimum with possible reduc- The purpose of this invention is that of eliminating the 

tion of the resistance; inconveniences complained of in regard to the technique 

the need for consolidation work on the nucleus of the 50 used today for the preparation of tunnels or of similar 

tunnel being built to sustain the excavation front; underground works of considerable dimensions and lengths 
and practically to eliminate the need for successive, inter- 

the need for superimposition of each consolidation inter- ,ttent and (consolidation and 
compared preceding and successive excavations of limited length) and the consequent purpose of 

have guarantees of support for the tunnel front; 55 this invention is that of obtaining a method of execution that 
the med t0 perform the perforations with mgles not ailows consolidation of the whole length of the tunnel or 

longitudinal t0 the t0 create the sPace the consolidation for stretches of considerable length, consoli- 
following treatment; dation followed by the corresponding excavation. 

the excavation of the tunnel with variable sections to ~~~~~h~~ t. this invention, this purpose is satisfied, 
compensate with plugging and final works; 60 performing the works of consolidation by means of an 

lengthy times for realisation of the work. adequate number of guided peripheral perforations and 
In cases in which the consolidation should have to be possibly t0 the nucleus or in another position of the tunnel 

performed from above on a surface over the tunnel (tunnels being built and later consolidation with the introduction in 
with little cover) the difficulties of consolidation, at the each perforation of opportune products, commonly known 
current state of the art, are the following: 65 as reinforcements or inserts (metallic, in fibreglass or in 

the need for perforation in a void to reach the zone inside other suitable materials) aimed at receiving the consolida- 
the tunnel to consolidate; tion jet at high or low pressure or allowing consolidation 
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using the jet-grouting technology with pressure jets of lack of the current super-imposition of the works of 
cement mixtures, gel or resins. consolidation that means a saving of material; 

During the works of consolidation works of drainage may the possibility of having a cylindrical excavation cross- 
also be made, making use of one or more of the guided section with centering always equal and not saw- 
perforations, obviously covered and lefi free to discharge the 5 toothed as with current excavations, with necessary 
drainage waters. variable centering; 

In the case in which the perforation reaches the other saving on the quantity of material to excavate with the 
extremity of the work on the tunnel or the excavation, it is cylindncal cross-section; 
possible to replace the perforation bits either with reamers to saving on the quantity of jetted concrete far coating with 
pull the reinforcements or with nozzles for the treatment of lo the cylindrical cross-section; 
jet-grouting type; and it is also possible t0 use the perfora- limited nature of the spaces between one movement and tion rods as jet rods; in case the perforations terminate, the other to perform the single works of consolidation. instead, in the terrain the jet-grouting equipment will be 
mounted behind the perforation bits or, just as the inserts, 
reintroduced in the hole following extraction of the perfo- l5 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

ration rods also with the use of coatings to prevent the The invention in question is clarified in its practical and 
caving in of the hole itself. exemplary realisations of a tunnel in the attached drawings, 

Having performed the works of consolidation on the where: 
periphery of the tunnel being built, one arranges, after the FIG. 1 shows the longitudinal cross-section of a tunnel 
setting time for the cement mixtures andlor other materials 20 being built to be carried out with the method according to the 
used for the consolidation, to excavate the core of the tunnel invention, 
for the whole of its length or for relatively long stretches of FIG. 2 shows a longitudinal view ofknown equipment far 
the same. guided perforation of small diameter for instance with flute 

After excavation the works of plugging of the bottom and 25 shaped swinging head, 
walls are carried out according t0 known techniques far FIG. 3 shows a longitudinal view of known equipment for 
finishing of the tunnel. guided perforation of small diameter for instance with an 

This way of proceeding according to the invention, has asy-etrical headed hammer, 
considerable executive and economic advantages. The FIG. 4 shows in longitudinal cross-section the tunnel 
executive advantages are substantially: 30 being built with a first guided perforation performed along 

the possibility of knowing the red stratigraphy in con- the totd length of the tunnel or part of it, 
long stretches Or the whole length 0f the FIG. 5 shows in longitudinal cross-section the guided 

route before intervening with the excavation; perforation of FIG. 4 in phase of successive withdrawal of 
the possibility, in case of the presence of a water-bearing the perforation equipment and contemporq successive 

stratum even under pressure, of redising a ser ia  of 35 consolidation by means of a jet-grouting system or by means 
drainage points around the tunnel before starting the .fa system with reinforcements, 
excavation operations; FIG. 6 shows in longitudinal cross-section the total con- 

the real possibility of maturing the cement or other solidation of the first guided perforation, 
aggregahng submnce for the necessary time having FIG. 7 shows in perspective view [he group of consoli- separated the inte~ent ion times between consolidation 40 
and excavation; dations around the tunnel being built with numerous guided 

perforations arranged as a crown, 
having consolidation in progress, even for many hundreds 

of metres, with reduction of the risk of deformations FIG. 8 shows in perspective view the group of consoli- 

and collapses; dations around the tunnel being built with numerous guided 
45 perforations arranged as a multiple crown, 

working environment in the open and with the spaces 
necessary in the cases in which the consolidation may FIG. 9 shows in perspective view the start of the exca- 

be realised for the entire length of the work; vations after said consolidation. 

better organisation of the personnel both responsible for 
consolidation and for excavation in that they operate at 
different times; 

considerable reduction of the interventions of consolida- 
tion inside the tunnel when the length of the same or 
particular situations advise subdividing the consolida- 
tion into more stretches. 

The economic advantages obtained with the method in 
question are: 

transportation to the outside of processes that are nor- 
mally carried out inside tunnels and thus with lower 
costs for personnel and without the problems of oper- 
ating with large equipment in small spaces in the 
hypothesis of treatments for the entire length of the 
work; 

continuity of the processes both of consolidation and the 
successive excavation without the current losses of 
time in changing equipment and personnel between one 
type of process and the other; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
50 

With reference to said figures, with FIG. 1 an example 
tunnel is indicated to be built that evidently may be of any 
type and assigned to any civil, industrial or military use. This 
tunnel 1 can be built in terrain 2 of any nature and shape. 

55 In FIG. 4 in the upper zone of tunnel 1 a guided perfo- 
ration 3 is shown as an example, obtained with known 
equipment for guided perforation of holes of relatively small 
diameter, fitted with a swinging head for instance flute 
shaped 4 or with an asymmetrical headed hammer 5 as 

60 illustrated indicatively in FIGS. 2 and 3 or with mud turbines 
or other system. 

This guided perforation equipment is constantly moni- 
tored and controlled by radio, magnetic, radar, optic or 
electronic reference systems etc. in such way as to define the 

65 precise position of thé perforation bit and its-orientation. The 
guided perforation 3 is the first phase of the consolidation 
operations. 
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In FIG. 5 the second phase of the consolidation operations on a few relatively long stretches of the tunnel itself 
is shown, with which one creates, step by step during the (stretches of tunnel up to 800 m and more are possible). 
withdrawal of the guided perforation equipment, consolida- Even the preparation of tunnels with routes with little cover 
tion 6 of the perforation 3. This consolidation 6 continues for realisable with consolidation to be obtained with jet- 
the entire length of the guided perforation 3, according to 5 grouting techniques from above (from the surface), accord- 
FIG. 6 or for successive long stretches of perforation. ing to this invention shows advantages that are evident in 

The next phase three of the consolidation operations, that most of the emPtY perforations before reaching the 
envisages numerous guided and consolidated peripheral consolidation zone are eliminated. 
perforations 3 practically with parallel axes, created around The advantage should also be noted that consolidation 
the tunnel being built 1 with crown arrangement according 10 through guided perforation, according to this invention, 
to FIG. 7 or with multiple crown arrangement according to allows to obtain a resistant work according to precise static 
FIG. 8. conditions in that guided perforations are traced exactly as 
ne next phase four concems, after setting of the in the project, even following curved routes though orien- 

conso~ida~ons, start of excavation 7, which t k e s  tation of the guided perforating heads. The invention is also 
along the whole length of the tunnel 1 or far successive long '5 advantageous for the reaiisation 0f consolidation 0f under- 
stretches of the same. ground elements, even horizontal, of separation of contigu- 

ne last phase fjve regxds treatment of the finishing of OUS with h~draulic and h~dro-geological aims, 

[he and fioor as well as al1 the successive works Separate phreatic Or artesian surfaces Or the im~erme- 

with the definitive arrangement of the abilisation of lakes, troughs, canals or to restore imperme- 

tunnel. 20 ability to tanks used for discharge. These underground 
elements may have consolidation works through guided 

Particular interest is paid in this invention, to phase two perforations in or multiple series, where each 
of consolidation, which uses the numerous guided perfora- guided perforation receives the aggregating materials by 
tions 3 as described above, and the works of consolidation means of a system with inserts or with the jet-grouting 
that may be made with columnarjet-grouting treatment Or 25 system, These consolidation works of the task may be 
b~ means of systems with Or still with independent of possible excavations or remodelling of the 
the two systems mixed. Furthermore, one or more of the 
guided perforations 3 may be used for drainage of the tunnel. What is claimed is: 

Consolidation through c ~ l ~ m n a r  Jet-grouting treatment 1. Continuous method of realization of underground 
envisages, during withdrawalar advancing of the guided 30 works, comprising the steps of: 
perforation equipment 3, injection within the perforation of a of guided perforations having a lXge 
aggregating substances, such as cement compounds, gel, horizontal component around a periphery of an under- 
resins, etc., which on mixing with the terrain create resistant ground work to be realized and extending at least a 
cores along the whole length of the tunnel or part of it. portion of the length of the underground work to be 

Instead, consolidation through a reinforcement system 35 realized, by perforation equipment with a movable 
envisages, either during the perforation or during with- perforation head, and 
drawal of the guided perforation equipment 3, the introduc- filling each guided perforation with at least one of rein- 
tion into the perforation of meta1 or other materiai inserts forcements and aggregating materiais to consolidate 
and successive injection at low or high pressure, of aggre- the work with a resistant arrangement according to 
gating materials (cement compounds, resins, etc.). This 40 substantially exact measurements that have to be fol- 
reinforcement improves the resistance of the intemal core 6 lowed in order to develop the underground strutture. 
that is forrning with the ex~ansion of the aggregati% 2. Method according to claim 1, wherein said step of 

I products in the terrain adjacent to the guided perforation. includes the step of the plurality of guided 
The mentioned systems of jet-grouting consolidation or perforations in one of: 

by means of reinforcements, may also be used one with the 45 a single crown arrangement, and 
other according to the type of excavation to be canied out b) a multiple crown arrangement. 
and the type of tunnel to be created. 3. Method according to claim 1, wherein said step of 

In case of use of a guided ~erforation 3 far drainage of the filling includes a step of introducing aggregating materials 
tunnel, one arranges t0 replace the excavation head with a 50 into each guided perforation, according to a jet-grouting 
bore reamer that drags, during recovery of the rotating system. 
tubular rods of the ~erforation equipment, a metal pipe or 4. Method according to claim 1, wherein the step of filling 
one of other suitable materiai, that is laid inside the exca- includes the step of filling the guided perforations with both 
vation with the function of casing for the drainage duct. said reinforcements and said aggregating materials. 

The placement of inserts and drainage even after the 55 5. Method according to claim 1, wherein the aggregating 
extraction of the perforation rods from the same part of the materials and reinforcements expand and pack down in 
start of perforations is envisaged with a simple thrusting of terrain surrounding the guided perforations, creating resis- 
the reinforcements or drainage pipes into the free hole tant cores close to one another, which resistant cores one of: 
protected in the perforation phase by casing pipes (to be a) penetrate each other, and 
recovered later) that prevent caving in. 60 b) are separate from each other. 

It is therefore evident, according to the aims of this 6. Method according to claim 1, wherein with advance- 
invention, that use of the guided perforation system, to carry ment of the perforation equipment during the step of making 
out the external consolidation of the tunnel before of each guided perforation, further comprising the step of 
excavation, allows to obtainfunctional and economic advan- introducing into the guided perforation at least one of the 
tages of great value compared to the current consolidation 65 reinforcements and aggregating means. 
technique with extremely short stretches (15-20 m.) per- 7. Method according to claim 1, wherein during making 
rnitting consolidation over the entire length of the tunnel or of each guided perforation, further comprising the step of 
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introducing the aggregating materials according to a jet- wherein said step of filling includes the step of introduc- 
grouting sy stem. ing at least one of the reinforcements and aggregating 

8. Method according to claim 1, wherein said under- materials into each perforation with withdrawal of the 
ground work is one of: perforation equipment therefrom. 

15. Continuous method of realization of underground a) a tunnel, 
works, comprising the steps of: 

b) a separation structure between contiguous terrains for a plurality of guided perforations around a periph- 
hydraulic and hydra-geological uses, ery of an underground work to be realized and extend- 

C) a separation strutture for separating phreatic or artesian ing at least a portion of the length of the underground 
surfaces, 10 work io be realized, by perforation equipment with a 

d) a structure for impermeabilization and consolidation of movable perforation head, 
troughs, lakes and discharge tanks. filling each guided perforation with at least one of rein- 

9. Method according to claim 1, wherein said step of forcements and aggregating materials to consolidate 
making includes the step of making said plurality of guided the work with a resistant arrangement according to 
perforations f0r an entire length of the underground tunnel 15 substantially exact measurements that have t0 be fol- 
to be realized, by said perforation equipment. lowed in order to develop the underground strutture, 

10. ~ e t h o d  according to claim 1, wherein each said m d n g  at least one additional guided perforation around 
reinforcement is formed by an insert. a periphery of the underground work to be realized and 

11. Method according to claim 1, wherein said aggregat- extending at least a portion of the length of the under- 
ing materials include a material selected from the grouP 20 ground work t0 be realized, by perforation equipment 
consisting of cement mixtures, gels and resins. including a perforation hole reamer, 

12. Method according t0 claim wherein s i d  step of dragging, during recovery of tubular rotating rods of the 
filling includes the step of injecting said aggregating mate- perforation equipment, a metallic pipe that is placed 
rials into the guided perforations under pressure. within the additional guided perforation for the purpose 

13. Method according to claim 1, further comprising the 25 of providing a drainage pipe use in drainage of 
step of excavating the work within said filled perforations to work. 
form an underground tunnel. 16. Continuous method of realization of underground 

14. Continuous method of realization of underground works, comprising the steps of: 
works, comprising the steps of: making a plurality of guided perforations around a penph- 

m&ng a ~ l u r a l i t ~  of guiged perforations around a periph- 30 of underground work to be realized and extend- 
ery of an underground work to be reaiized and extend- ing at least a portion of the length of the underground 
ing at least a portion of the length of the underground work to be reaiized, by perforation equipment with a 
work to be reaiized, by perforation equipment with a movable perforation head, each perforation having a 
movable perforation head, length of at least approximately 800 meters, and 

filling each guided perforation with at ieast one of rein- 35 filling each guided perforation with at least one of rein- 
forcements and aggregating materiais to consolidate forcements and aggregating materiais to consolidate 
the work with a resistant arrangement according to the work with a resistant arrangement according to 
substantially exact measurements that have to be fol- substantiaily exact measurements that have to be fol- 
lowed in order to develop the underground strutture, lowed in order to develop the underground structure. 

withdrawing the perforation equipment after making each 40 

guided perforation, and * * * * *  


